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INVENTORY AND PRICE EQUILIBRIUM MODELS APPLIED TO THE
STORAGE PROBLEM

Martin J. Blake and Stanley R. Johnson

Currently developments in two bodies of lit- Dt = the quantity demanded in period t,erature address the determination of optimum assumed known for all tlevels of storage. One approach, the use of in- X t = the quantity produced or ordered atventory models, has developed as a generaliza- time t
tion of the familiar lot size problem in manage- Yt = the inventory at the beginning ofment science models [9, 17]. The decision unit period t, with Y, assumed known
in these models is the firm or frequently a de- Ct(Xt) = the cost of producing or ordering X tcentralized management unit or authority [4, at time t, with Ct(0) = 0
12, 15]. Gt(Yt) = the inventory holding cost in period

A second approach to the storage problem t
has developed in economics and applies the a = a discount factor which, when ap-idea of price equilibrium in an intertemporal plied to costs in period t, yieldscontext [10, 13]. The focus of these models is their present value.
the market, with representations for demand
and supply at different periods of time and The discounted cost function for period t cancosts of holding inventories or transferring the be written
good from one period to the next. The objective
of these models is the representation of market (1) r(Xt, Y, = at[C,(Xt) + G (Y)]
behavior under competitive conditions.

The purpose of this article is to establish for t = 1, 2, ... , T. Similarly, the sum of thelinkages between the two different approaches discounted costs over the planning horizon isto the storage problem. Aside from the analyti- T
cal advantages that follow from combining the (2) Z = r(X, Y).
results obtained through the two streams of in- t= 
quiry, the connection of the two approaches is This summation represents the cost of satis-motivated by the growing similiarity of mar- fying the known quantities demanded over theket and management problems [7]. Work on finite time horizon T. In this case YT isstabilization policies and trade increasingly assumed to be zero because there is no carry-treats markets, storage, and equilibrium prices over to satisfy the demand in period T+1,in a manipulated contest [1, 5, 8, 11]. The sepa- which is beyond the scope of the model.
ration between the management-oriented The inventory problem is one of minimizinginventory models and the price equilibrium the discounted sum of the costs in equation 2market models is becoming increasingly artifi- subject to a constraint ensuring the satisfac-cial as the two approaches continue to be ap- tion of demands and a basic accounting rela-plied to more complex problems. tionship

INVENTORY MODEL (3) Yt + X- Dt = Yt+l

The inventory model used to develop the con- for t = 1, 2,...., T. Observe that the constraintnection to the price equilibrium framework is a is in the form of a difference equation. Equiva-standard dynamic version of the economic lot lently written, the constraint in equation 3 issize problem [2, 16]. For simplicity, the prob- t
lem is taken to be deterministic with no back (4) Yt+1 = Y. + I (X - Di).
orders or lost sales allowed. The planning i=1
period is assumed finite and of length T, with equation 4 states that the carryover to perioddecisions occurring at discrete intervals t = 1, t+1 is equal to the initial inventory, or carry-2, .. ., T. The following notational conventions ing for the first period, plus the sum of the ex-are used in formulating the dynamic version of cesses of production or orders over demand inthe economic lot size model. periods I to t.
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In this formulation of the problem the quan- The algebraic expression for the discounted

tities produced or ordered, Xt, are decision net social payoff is
variables and the beginning inventories, Yt, T D(t)
which describe the position of the firm or man- (5) NSP = I at[f (t(e(t) - f(t)D(t) )dD(t)
agement unit at the beginning of the period, t==1 D'
are state variables. The objective is to deter- X(t)
mine the sequence of decision variables Xt - (g(t) + h(t)X(t) )dX(t)]
which minimize equation 2 subject to equation X' (t)
3. A solution to the inventory problem gives T-1
optimizing values for production and, - Y at+G(t,t+l)Y(t,t+1)
correspondingly, carryover for each of the in- t=O
cluded time periods. where D'(t) = X'(t) is the equilibrium demand

or supply for each period without storage. The

PRICE EQUILIBRIUM MODEL upper limits of integration, D(t) and X(t), are
variables representing quantity demanded and

Intertemporal price equilibrium models are quantity supplied, respectively. Equation 5

another method of determining optimal levels can be written alternatively as

of storage over time [10, 14]. For simplicity, T D(
the demand and supply functions are assumed (6) NSP= a[ (e(t)-f(t)D(t))dD(t)
to be known with certainty.' In formulation of t= 
the intertemporal price equilibrium model for t
= 1, 2 ... ., T time periods the following nota- X(t)
tion is adopted. - f (g(t) + h(t)X(t))dX(t)

PD(t) = e(t) - f(t)D(t): demand function D'(t)
for period t with PD(t) as the de- - (e(t) - f(t)D(t) )dD(t)
mand price, D(t) the quantity de- O
manded, and f(t) positive.

Px(t) = g(t) + h(t)X(t): supply function X'(t)
for period t with Px(t) as the sup- + f (g(t)+ h(t)X(t) )dX(t)
ply price, X(t) the quantity sup- 0
plied, and h(t) positive. T-1

G(t, t+1) = the cost of storing one unit be- - Z at+iG(t, t+ )Y(t, t+1)

tween periods t and t+1.2 T=O

Y(t, t+l)= the quantity carried over be-
tween periods t and t+ 1. Equation 6 shows that the net social payoff is

a = a discount factor which, when the sum of consumers' and producers' sur-

applied to costs and benefits in pluses after storage, minus the sum of consum-

period t, yields their present val- ers' and producers' surpluses before storage,

ue. minus storage costs, summed over all periods.
This increase in consumers' and producers'

Intertemporal price equilibrium models de- surpluses due to storage is a measure of de-

termine optimal levels of storage, prices, and rived net benefit. Clearly, the same solution set

consumption by maximizing the discounted could also be obtained by maximizing.

net social payoff, a quasi welfare function de-
rived from the demand and supply equations. T D(t)
The social payoff function for any time period (7) NSP = a[ (e(t)-f(t)D(t))dD(t)-
is defined as the algebraic area under the ex- 
cess demand curve for that period [10, 14]. 3 The x(t)
discounted net social payoff function for the in- f (g(t) + h(t)X(t) )dX(t)]

tertemporal model is the sum of the social pay- O

off functions over the T periods minus storage T-1
costs. The model is designed to represent the - a t+1G(t t+l)Y(t, t+l).
intertemporal price determination process in t =
competitive markets.

'This condition currently is being relaxed in some advanced applications to trade and stabilization problems. However, for expository purposes, the simplified form

of the price equilibrium model is used in this analysis.

-Constant storage cost is assumed in this analysis for simplicity. A more realistic alternative to this assumption can be found in the price of storage literature.

3Social payoff also can be defined as the sum of producers' and consumers' surplus in period t. The traditional formulation of the model found in [101 is used in this

analysis.
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In equation 7, the total of producers' and storage cost multiplied by the number of units
consumers' surpluses with storage minus of inventory held, and Gt(Yt) can both be re-
storage costs is maximized. For a given set of garded as the inventory holding cost or the
demand and supply functions, the sum of pro- storage cost. Finally, at represents the dis-
ducers' and consumers' surpluses without stor- count factor in each equation. Thus, the differ-
age would be constant. Thus, maximizing ence between the objective functions for the in-
equation 6 is the same as maximizing equation ventory and price equilibrium models is that in
7 minus a constant. In the present analysis, equation 7 a term which accounts for the price-
equation 7 is used as the objective function for related demand for the commodity is included.
the intertemporal price equilibrium model. For the case in which f = 0, the models are

This objective function is maximized subject easily seen to be identical in structure, al-
to the constraint though rationalized for the solution of different

problems.
(8) X(t)+ Y(t-1, t)-D(t) - Y(t, t+l)= 0 The absence of a demand term in the objec-

tive function for the inventory model can be ex-
for all t.4 This constraint states that produc- plained in the following way. In general, quan-
tion in period t and the carryover from t- 1 to t tities demanded in each period are assumed to
must be equal to consumption in period t plus be known constants in the inventory model,
carryover from t to t+ 1. This problem can be whereas in the intertemporal price equilibrium
solved for D(t), the optimal consumption in t; model only the demand function in each period
X(t), the optimal production in t; Y(t, t+ 1), the is assumed known. Thus, in the inventory
optimal carryover from t to t+ 1; and P(t), the model, consumers' surplus can be viewed as a
optimal price in t, for all t. Quadratic program- constant corresponding to Dt units consumed
ming is normally used as the solution algo- in any period t. Because Dt is prespecified for
rithm when the demand and supply functions each period, there is no possibility of changing
are linear [14]. consumers' surplus. Thus, in the inventory

model, storage is determined by minimizing
the total cost of meeting these known require-

COMPARISON OF THE INVENTORY ments. Minimizing the sum of the total cost of
AND PRICE EQUILIBRIUM MODELS production and storage over the planning

horizon has the effect of maximizing produc-
The inventory and intertemporal price equili- ers' surplus minus storage costs over the plan-

brium models are compared on the basis of ning horizon. Thus, the inventory model maxi-
their respective constraints and objective func- mizes the sum of consumers' and producers'
tions. First, observe that the constraints for surpluses, as does the intertemporal price equi-
the two models are identical. In equations 3 librium model, but for a special case in which
and 8, Yt and Y(t-l,t) both represent inven- consumers' surplus is a constant.
tory levels at the beginning of period t, Yt+l To illustrate the similarity of the two objec-
and Y(t, t+1) are inventory levels at the begin- tive functions, let TCt represent the total cost
ning of period t+ 1, X(t) and X t are quantities of production and SCt represent the storage
produced or ordered in period t, and D(t) and D t cost. By elimination of the term representing
are quantities demanded in period t. Thus, the demand in equation 7, the objective function
notation is the only basis for differentiating for the intertemporal model becomes
the accounting or balance conditions in the two T
models. (9) max X (-TCt - SCt).

The similarity of the objective functions is t= 
demonstrated with equations 2 and 7. The inte-
dgmoral of the supply curveit, Similarly, the objective function for the inven-gral of the supply curve,

tory model is
X (t)
f (g(t) + h(t)X(t))dX(t), T
O ^(10) minS (TCt +SCt).

from the price equilibrium model, and Ct(Xt), t=l
from the inventory model, can both be Thus, it follows that
regarded as total costs of producing the T T
commodity. For the inventory model this is in- (11) max 7 (-TCt - SCt ) = min (TCt + SCt)
terpreted in a straightforward context, where- t= 1 t=1
as in the price equilibrium model the cost is ra- and the two problems are algebraically identi-
tionalized on the basis of competitive assump- cal under this simplifying assumption.
tions for firms operating on the supply side. Let DCt represent the area under the demand
Also, G(t, t+1) Y(t, t+l1), which is the per-unit curve. Introducing a demand term into the in-

'Other constraints necessary for a meaningful solution to both the inventory and the price equilibrium models are non-negativity conditions on inventory, quantity
demanded, quantity supplied, and price. In this analysis the comparison of the models is confined to interior solutions and boundary conditions which are not exam-
ined.
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ventory model in equation 2 gives the objective Observing this linkage may also offer

function computational advantages. The dynamic rules

T for optimizing in inventory problems are com-
(12) min (-DCt + TC + SCt). paratively well developed. For more realistic

t=l and thus complex and/or stochastic formula-
Because this objective function is being mini- tions of the storage problem, the connection
mized, the area under the demand curve is in- between the two models is similar in principle,
troduced with a negative sign. This is done be- relating to the simplification in characterizing
cause minimizing the negative of total demand and the interpretations of the supply
benefits, measures by the area under the and/or cost functions. The fact that inventory
demand curve, is the same as maximizing posi- problems have been solved in complex stochas-
tive total benefits. tic contexts should make this analogy useful.

The choice of objective functions reduces to
the nature of the assumptions on demand. It is
not surprising that the inventory problems CONCLUSION
which originated in firm management contexts
treat demand as a constant. The usual situa- Because the main focus of inventory models

tion is one in which the firm does not know or is typically a firm or decentralized manage-

wish to represent market demand. The firms ment unit and the focus of price equilibrium

are not concerned with consumers' surplus or models is the market, different behavioral in-

welfare in the markets in which they operate. terpretations are attached to the solutions of

The advantage of observing the similarity each of these models. However, in certain

between the two models follows from the in- cases, these two models can be shown to be al-

creasing use of price equilibrium formulations gebraically identical. This relationship

in decision contexts. For example, beginning provides a linkage between the two models

with the work of Gustafson [2] and continuing which proves beneficial in two ways. First, the

through more recent analyses such as those of linkage provides a broadened basis for inter-

Johnson and Sumner [6], the problem of opti- preting the results of inventory models and the

mizing storage has come to be an important policy implications for their solutions. The pre-

area of inquiry. One approach to this problem sent analysis shows how solutions obtained in

has been the use of intertemporal price equili- these contexts can be interpreted in a competi-

brium models. Another approach addresses tive equilibrium framework. This approach is

this buffer stock problem on an inventory basis particularly useful where inventory formula-

rather than within the context of competitive tions are used in a sequential decision-making

markets. The present analysis shows that if context to analyze such important policy

such inventory models are appropriately speci- issues as grain reserves and buffer stocks.

fied, competitive arbitrage between the time Second, through this linkage, many of the pow-

periods will accomplish an optimizing erful computational techniques developed in

inventory policy. The broadened basis for in- the inventory literature can be brought to bear

terpreting the results of inventory models and on price equilibrium models.

the policy implications for their solutions are The inventory and price equilibrium models

obvious and important. The government or are shown to be algebraically identical for the

planning authority should pursue storage rules storage problem in which quantities demanded

that emulate competitive behavior if the quasi are constants. The most familiar and simplest

welfare function is to be maximized. Other versions of these two models are used in deriv-

examples relating to intertemporal allocation ing this result. It is hoped that the results of

can be interpreted similarly if a market and this analysis will lead researchers to try to gen-

competitive equilibrium is to be simulated eralize these models to more realistic

with an inventory model. situations.
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